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PAKSMART ® PF400 HIGH SPEED CARD/LEAFLET INSERTER
The PF400 is a friction feeder with high-speed and high-accuracy placement,
using the latest Servomotor Drive technology. It suits wrapped and unwrapped
leaflets, cards, coupons, CDs, and most other flat paper or plastic items.
The PF400 is used by the food and beverage industry, carton manufacturers,
contract packers, pharmaceutical industry and mailing industry.
Australian made means we can truly customise the PF400′s size range, discharge
system and program features to ensure complete customer satisfaction.
The PF400 can be operated as a self-contained unit requiring no interfacing or
linked to your packaging system for synchronised operation.

Typical Application of the PF400:









Insertion of cards, leaflets, recipe cards/booklets and many other flat
paper or plastic products, wrapped or unwrapped, onto your packaging
line. The PF400 friction feeder interfaces with most packaging systems
including wrapping machines, cartoning systems and carton folder/gluing
machines.
Promotional material insertion for breakfast cereals, snack foods,
biscuits/cookies and dairy foods.
Carton manufacturers, for high accuracy placement of wrapped or
unwrapped flat items onto carton folder gluing machines.
Pharmaceutical industry uses the PF400 to feed cartons for barcode
verification and off line batch coding. Also the inserting of information
leaflets into cartons.
Collating is achieved with multiple PF400 feeders for mailing promotions,
contract packers and stationery manufacturers.
Tipping and high accuracy placement of promotional material onto
magazines for the publishing and printing industries.

PAKSMART PF400 Off Line Batch Coding onto Cartons

PF400 Feature Benefits Include:
















High-speed operation maximises your production rates. Speeds of over
400 pieces/min. achievable
Reduce turnaround time with quick size change and high-speed
operation
Modular construction offers flexibility in the size and thickness range of
inserts
High accuracy placement ensures highest quality product presentation
Quick size change. No tool adjustment
Special twin delivery belt system 250 mm in length, with top and bottom
drive
Rugged corrosion resistant construction
All components are sourced in Australia and readily available ensuring
fast, cost effective parts and service
Continual reverse drive O-ring stripping rollers separate product while the
twin belts aid product stability
HMI display with menu driven controls for ON/OFF, count and speed
settings
Magazine height – 600 mm
“One-touch” load feature
The PF400 friction feeder can be operated as a self-contained unit
needing no interfacing or linked to your packaging system for
synchronised operation
Compact, easy to move from one application to another.

PF400 Optional Features Include:








Further reduce operator attendance and labour costs by adding optional
equipment
Right angle powered magazine 2 m or 3 m extension Offering extended
running time and easy bulk loading
System monitoring light tower to alert operators of system status
Drop box batch counter
Customised discharge delivery systems
Customised programming
Tacho output for interface to gluing and printing systems.

